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Class Descriptions 

MINI TYKES (BALLET/TAP) COMBO CLASS 
Our Mini Tykes combo classes are designed for dancers (ages 2–4), who have never dance before and/or 
may need more attention for working on basic motor skills and focus. This is also a good class for dancers 
who may be shy and need additional coaching/mentoring. These classes start with learning ballet positions 
and basic steps during the first 20-25 min. Class resumes for tap to start learning the beginning tap steps 
and basic timing skills.  

 
TINY TYKES (BALLET/TAP) COMBO CLASS 
Our Tiny Tykes combo classes are designed for dancers (ages 3– 5), who are not quite ready for a full hour 
of one dance style. These classes start with learning ballet positions and basic steps during the first 20-25 
min. Class resumes for tap to start learning the beginning tap steps and basic timing skills.  

 
KINDER KIDZ (BALLET/TAP) COMBO CLASS 
Our combo Kinder Kidz classes are designed for dancers (ages 4-6), who have completed 1 year in the Tiny 
Tykes program and/or are more mature in their focus. These classes start with introducing additional ballet 
technique, simple barre work and progressions across the floor. The Tap portion of this class focuses on 
increasing the knowledge of tap steps and improving timing and execution.  

 
BALLET 
Ballet is the “backbone” of all dance training. In ballet the student will learn grace, elegance, technique, 
discipline, flexibility, stamina, and endurance. We strongly feel that ballet is the most important dance form 
that a child or adult can study.  

 
CONTEMPORARY/LYRICAL 
Lyrical/contemporary is a fluid form of dance done to popular ballads and slower contemporary music. The 
dancer is taught to interpret his or her movement with feeling, motion and style. They will learn to tell a 
story or create the picture of the song. This style combines the fluid beauty of ballet with the more sharp 
moves in jazz. A Ballet or Jazz class is recommended along with lyrical/contemporary to build in technique. 

 
HIP HOP 
Hip-hop is a high-energy class that infuses the latest styles of street dancing, breaking, popping, and locking. 
Classes include a warm-up, strength training, floorwork and short choreography based on movements 
learned during the class. Level may vary based on the class. 

 
JAZZ 
Jazz is sharp and fluid movements to create a visually technical dance and style. It is usually done to popular 
music. Body isolations, stretch, turning, leaping and technical steps are taught in this class. 

 
LEAPS & TURNS 
This is a technique class designed to assist students in focusing on the leaps, jumps and turns that dancers 
perform in Ballet, Jazz and Hip Hop. This specialized class is a way to better your technique when executing 
basic leaps, center leaps, turns, and fouetté. 

 
TAP 
Students are taught rhythms, timing, and leg/foot coordination done to various types of music. Students 
will receive well-rounded knowledge of all types of tap. 
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